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The Economist does not panic easily When it
shows signs of alarm, something significant is

probably happening. The cover page of the 20th
September 1997 issue bears the warning 'Big gov-
ernment is still in charge'. The lead article and a
24-page survey 'The world economy' explain that,
contrary to almost universal belief, the revolution
against the state has failed. Despite Thatcherism,
Reaganism, monetarism, neo-liberalism, privatisa-
tion, deregulation, globalisation, falling tax rates
and 'the cuts' (in public expenditure), the state in
the rich industrial countries continues to grow, to
absorb a steadily increasing proportion of GNP, and
to pose an increasing threat to liberty The current
orthodoxy is that the market has triumphed over
the state; 'Indeed, the worry that one hears again
and again is that "the pendulum has swung too
far", and needs to b pushed back somewhat in the
direction of a larger, or anyway shrewder, role for
government (p.17)' Yet, says The Economist,
almost everyone is wrong. Unless something really
radical is done, the state will continue to inflate,
and liberty and capitalism to shrink and shrivel.

Fortunately for the anti-state rebels, The
Economist is wrong. Its analysis is seriously at
fault in at least three respects:

First, the notion that smaller government automat-
ically implies more liberty is absurd. Try telling that
to Russian citizens who have little protection for
their persons or their rights because their govern-
ment cannot raise the revenue to pay its police,
judicial or penal services - or to undertake any of
the dozens of other governmental tasks that, when
performed properly, provide the basis for human
rights and civil liberties.'

Second, it is naive of The Economist to suggest
that the power of states can usefully be measured
by the ratio of government spending to GNP Size
does not indicate power, any more than the influ-
ence of politicians can be measured by their girth.
States have become weaker in relation to markets
and capital over recent decades because globalisa-
tion, reduced capital controls and cheaper commu-
nications and transport offer the managers of

The linkage between weak states and the denial of
freedom in contemporary Russia is eloquently explored
by Holmes (1997).



capital more choices and more bargaining power in
relation to governments. Big transnational corpora-
tions, small companies and money managers all
enjoy much more discretion about whether to move
their 'hot money' from Kuala Lumpur to Madrid,
whether to construct their new assembly plant in
Recife or Kiev, and whether to have their data pro-
cessing done in Bangalore or Wexford rather than
'at home' in Frankfurt (Cohen 1996; Winters 1996:
Chapter 1). Capital has used this enhanced bar-
gaining power to lower its tax liabilities. The
Economist itself ('Survey of the world economy',
p.30 - see also Rodrik 1997) concedes the most
striking evidence: the governments of the OECD
countries increasingly depend for their finances on
taxing the incomes of labour, while lowering the tax
burden on profits and other income from capital.

Third, as The Economist also concedes, the con-
tinuing growth of government spending that is the
focus of its dismay is propelled in large part by
forces considerably less sinister than the inherent
expansionist tendencies of the demonic state. The
dominant cause is demographic. The populations of
the rich countries are ageing rapidly They still
depend mainly on the state for their pensions, and
those pensions are still funded mainly through cur-
rent taxation ('Survey of the world economy', pp.8
and 46). The anti-state revolutionaries have not
been comprehensively cheated. They have simply
been unwilling or unable to force OECD govern-
ments to renege massively on their obligations to
growing masses of grey-haired citizens.

The Economist is certainly being unduly alarmist
from a factual perspective: the anti-state revolution
has had a real impact. From the tactical perspective
of a committed anti-statist ideologue, these alarms
make sense. The anti-statists are losing ideological
ground. The Economist is correct in detecting a
widespread sense that the famous pendulum had
indeed swung too far against the state, and that
some swing back is justified. The publication of
WDR97 itself constitutes part of the swing back.
The swing is likely to continue because it appears to
be embedded in a recent shift in the one opinion
that counts above all others in shaping global ideo-
logical fashions - that of the United States public.
For over three decades, the American public have
been regularly surveyed to assess their gut views
about government. In 1965, three-quarters said that
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they had great confidence in their federal govern-
ment. By 1985 this figure had declined to a mere 15
per cent - both a cause and a consequence of the
rise of anti-state political sentiment in the US and in
the international financial institutions that nestle in
Washington D.C. under the eyes of the US
Congress. Yet in a mere two years, by 1997, this
figure has fairly shot up to 22 per cent, with equiv-
alent increases in the figures for state and local gov-
ernment (The Boston Globe, 12 October 1997).

We do not know exactly why the state is being
viewed with more sympathy recently, but can make
some good guesses. The consequences of the crum-
bling or complete breakdown of order in much of
the former Soviet Union and in some parts of Africa
(in particular) have drawn attention to some of the
positive aspects of governments. Criminal mafias,
ethnic warriors and unpaid police forces can be as
oppressive and cruel as the agencies of authoritar-
ian states (Holmes 1997). Increasingly-global eco-
nomic, financial and environmental crises - the
Mexico peso crisis of 1994; the economic and
financial turmoil in Asia in 1997; the rapid recur-
rence of the El Nino phenomenon; Indonesia's
recent forest fires - have reminded world opinion of
the risks of global 'laisser faire'. It is just possible
that the increasing volume of evidence about the
growth of economic inequality in the rich countries
is also having some influence.

These ideological battles are fought in highly
metaphorical terms. We take metaphors like 'the
state, 'the market' and 'civil society' and then make
gross assertions about the nature of the relationship
between them. For the anti-state revolutionaries,
the state and the market simply crowd out one
another while, by some leap of logic that defies
explanation, the market and civil society are mutu-
ally reinforcing. This procedure appears to justify
some very simple statements e.g. 'More government
always equals less liberty' (Jeff Jacoby in The
Boston Globe, 12 October 1997). Conservatives
(of various stripes) instead use the metaphor of
inter-dependence: markets need governments to
function effectively (Andrea Cornia in this
Bulletin); so too does civil society (Evans 1997).
We are not likely to proceed very far in under-
standing the world if we continue to cast these
inflated metaphors at one another. But we do need
to have our metaphors available for self-defence in



the event that the other side launch theirs. WDR97
validates the continuing use of both sets, and
thereby provides some cover for those researchers
and practitioners who see their mission as learning
how to multiply the virtues of governments.
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